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The United Nation's World Food Conference in 1974 issued an urgent ap
peal for international cooperation to build reserve stocks of grain to assure 
adequate food when crops fail. Since then, governments, international groups, 
farmers, and other concerned citizens have debated the problems of food secu
rity and grain market instability at length. Many studies have resulted . And, in 
1977, the U.S. government instituted a farmer-owned grain storage program. 

This issue of Minnesota Agricultural Economist focuses on grain reserves. 
The first article looks at current U.S. policies, proposals and programs which 
reflect a general commitment to stabilize domestic grain markets and ensure 
supplies to meet foreign commercial and food aid requirements. Grain reserves 
are not needed to achieve domestic stability. Export controls could do that. 
But export controls run counter to the U.S. commitment to expand world 
trade , reduce trade barriers , and continue to be a dependable supplier. So grain 
reserves become an attractive option. 

A planned grain storage program alters both national and international 
grain markets and requires operating rules and decisions about stock sizes. The 
second article highlights the findings of economic research on these points. 

U.S. Grain Reserve Policies 
Mary Ryan * 

Bob Bergland, U.S. Secretary of Ag
riculture , has called grain storage the 
cornerstone of United States food and 
farm policies. A farmer-owned grain 
reserve is in operation. Under it , U.S. 
farmers voluntarily agree to hold food 
and feed grains off the market until 
the demand for grain here or abroad 
buoy U.S. prices to a specific level. In 
addition , there are proposals for a 
government-owned grain stockpile for 
international emergencies to assure sup
plies for poor countries dependent on 
the U.S. for food aid. 

The current grain storage programs 
are the first the U.S. government has 
undertaken with the specific intent to 
store grain. In the past , grain stocks 
were accumulated as a consequence of 
government programs to buoy farm 
prices. 

Farmer-owned grain reserve 

The Food and Agriculture Act of 
1977 authorizes a grain reserve program 

Loan Release 

Crop level level 

Wheat $2.35 $3.29 

Corn $2.00 $2.50 

Barley $1.63 $2 .04 

Oats $1 .03 $1.29 

for wheat and feed grains during 1978-
81. It offers farmers a long term loan 
on their grain plus payments for stor
age. In return they agree to certain re
strictions on grain sales. The purpose is 
to steady market extremes by accumu
lating grain stocks when production is 
large and prices are falling and by sell
ing grain when production is low and 
prices are rising. 

Currently grain-reserve loans are for 
3 years. The reserve grain can be sold 
without penalty before loan maturity 
only if national average market prices 
rise above release levels (the specific 
level mentioned earlier). If prices re
main above release levels for 2 months, 
storage payments cease. If prices rise 
higher , to the call level, the government 
may call the grain loans for early repay
ment. The purpose of stopping storage 
payments and calling loans before due 
is to encourage farmers to sell their 
grain. Current loan, release , and call 
levels and May 1979 market prices 
follow: 

National average 
Call farm price 
level (May 1979) 

$4.11 $3.22 

$2.80 $2 .34 

$2.28 $2 .03 

$1.44 $1.29 

* Mary Ryan is an associate professor , Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, 

University of Minnesota. 
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Under this program, farmers remain 
owners of the grain. Once release prices 
are reached, marketing decisions are 
theirs. They may sell or continue to 
hold . The government's role is to make 
it financially attractive for farmers to 
store grain when market prices are low 
and to sell when prices are high. 

Farmers began to place grain into 
the reserve late in 1977. In 1980 grain 
reserve loans begin to mature. The 
accompanying tabulation gives the 
quantity of grain in the reserve for 
Minnesota and the U.S. Average carry
over stocks, U.S. disappearance, and 
Minnesota production are given also for 
comparison. Carryover stocks (meaning 
from one harvest to the next) for 
wheat, barley , and oats are for June 1 
and for corn, October 1. 

The carryover figures are for years 
when supplies were tight and prices 
strong. The figures in parentheses are 
for the lowest carryover in any 1 of the 
3 years. The lowest level can be con
sidered the minimum needed for pipe
line or working stocks. 

The production and disappearance 
data are for the 3 most recent years. 
Nationally , the corn grain reserve is 
more than 12 percent of annual average 
disappearance and is estimated to be 
43 percent of the carryover into the 
1979 crop year. The comparable figures 
for wheat are 22 percent of annual av· 
erage disappearance and 41 percent of 
the carryover. More corn is now in the 
grain reserve than the average carried 
over from one year's harvest to the 
next between 19/4-76. 

Mary Ryan 



United States 

Average disappearance 
Average carryover (Domestic use + exports) Grain reserve 

Crop 1974-76 1976-78 May 1979 

million bushels 

Wheat 480 (340)* 1882 405 
Corn 415 (361) 6172 729 

Barley 122 (92) 387 39 

Oats 245 (205) 600 42 
*lowest carryover in any one year. 

Minnesota 

Average carryover Average production Grain reserve 
Crop 1974-76 1976-78 May 1979 

million bushels 

Wheat 19 
Corn 44 
Barley 20 
Oats 43 

These data indicate that the volume 
of grain stored under the farmer-owned 
grain reserve program is substantiaL At 
present wheat and oats prices have 
reached release (selling) levels so farm
ers may sell those grains from the re
serve. Earlier release levels were reached 
for barley in summer 1978 and for oats 
in March 1979. Both situations were 
temporary. Almost no barley moved 
out of the reserve. About 10 percent of 
Minnesota oats were sold from the re
serve. Such short term price rises for 
individual crops indicate special market 
situations, such as transportation bot
tlenecks, and not a fundamental change 
in grain markets. 

The reserve to date has supported 
farm incomes in 1978 and 1979 by 
buoying prices. As the grain is released, 
buyers will benefit because sharp price 
rises will be moderated. 

Grain storage capacity 

A separate government program of
fers loans to farmers for constructing 
farm storage and drying facilities. While 
this program is separate from the grain 
reserve program, it has allowed many 
farmers to build new storage facilities 
and participate in the reserve. Besides 

11oans from the government, private 
credit has been widely used to expand 
farm storage. 

A 1978 survey of storage capacity 
found that Minnesota farms could store 
1.2 billion bushels of grain with an ad-

119 56 
525 147 
46 11 

119 14 

ditional 368 million bushels available in 
commercial elevators and warehouses. 
For the U.S., 1978 farm and commer
cial storage capacity was 9.9 billion and 
7.0 billion bushels, respectively. 

International emergency wheat reserve 
This is a special reserve for emer

gency food assistance to developing 
countries. The purpose is to insure that 
the U.S. will have enough grain for food 
aid programs even in years of world
wide shortages. This reserve does not 
exist now, but proposals are being dis
cussed. One proposal is for a 6 million 
metric ton reserve, which is the equiv
alent of 220 million bushels of wheat. 
If the grain in the emergency reserve is 
to be held by the Commodity Credit 
Corporation (CCC), it would be released 
only for food aid shipments and would 
not enter commercial markets. 

The U.S. has not been a constant 
supplier of grain under food aid pro
grams largely because expenditures for 
food aid are approved on a dollar rather 
than volume basis. Under that method, 
quantities fall as prices rise. Moreover, 
domestic political support to increase 
food aid expenditures is greatest when 
U.S. grain prices are low, indicating 
large supplies. The U.S. stance fre
quently works counter to food needs in 
developing countries. When that need 
is greatest, the U.S. has the least to of
fer but encourages grain imports at 
time of plenty. Understandably recip
ient countries stress the importance of 
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a continuing, steady flow. A special 
grain reserve, earmarked for food aid, 
could make the U.S. aid program more 
suitable for developing countries. 

On May 2, 1979, the CCC owned 92 
million bushels of corn and 50 million 
bushels of wheat. Probably CCC wheat 
would be considered part of the inter
national emergency wheat reserve if 
the proposal becomes law. 

The grain was acquired from growers 
who chose to sell grain to the CCC or 
deliver it to the CCC instead of re
paying short term commodity loans or 
placing the grain in the grain reserve 
program. Currently this grain may be 
sold when the market price reaches 
$4.23 for wheat and $3 for corn. Sell
ing prices are set by the Secretary of 
Agriculture at or above the legal mini
mum of 150 percent of the loan rate. 
The Secretary put the wheat selling 
price at 180 percent of the loan so CCC 
wheat would not be sold ahead of 
wheat held by farmers under the 
farmer-owner grain reserve program. 

International agreement on 
grain reserves 

For many months the U.S. and 66 
other nations deliberated the formation 
of a coordinated system of nationally 
held stocks of wheat. Three rounds of 
meetings took place between February 
1978 and March 1979. Agreement was 
not reached. Differences centered on 
the total stock size, trigger prices for 
the accumulation and disposal of 
stocks, and fmancial aid for developing 
countries to build and maintain stocks. 
Although the attempt failed, the issue 
is not dead, since the unpredictability 
and variability of grain production in 
the U.S. and abroad remains. Those 
concerned with food and farm policies 
will continue to seek ways to stabilize 
grain markets and assure worldwide 
food security through storage programs. 

Concluding comments 
The grain reserve programs and pro

posals described are an integral part of 
U.S. food and farm policy. Their chief 
contribution is to stabilize prices and 
supplies in grain markets. More stable 
markets prevent extreme price gyra
tions which disrupt domestic food and 
livestock sectors, U.S. commercial ex
ports, and food aid programs. The 
accompanying article provides some 
background on the problems grain re
serves are meant to solve and suggests 
how reserve programs might work. 



What Has Been Learned 
About World Grain Reserves? 
Mary Ryan and James P. Houckt 

Recent widespread interest in grain 
reserve stocks comes from a desire to 
stabilize worldwide grain markets and 
to maintain food supplies when crop 
failures occur. Although these goals are 
not new , they are receiving renewed at
tention because when world grain sup
plies were short in the 1970's, prices 
climbed steeply and food aid shipments 
to poor countries were cut. As produc
tion recovered and stocks were rebuilt , 
prices eased and aid shipments revived 
(figure 1 ). 

Designing and operating a national 
or international grain reserve program 
raises questions and issues very impor
tant to the U.S. as a major producer 
and exporter of grains. Will any partic
ular grain reserve program meet its 
objectives? Will it be the best way to 
achieve those ends? How will it affect 
grain markets? What wUI it cost? This 
article looks at these questions. It draws 
on a University of Minnesota st udy 

Figure 1. 
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Source : U .S. Department 
of Agriculture 

t James P. Houck is a professor, Department 
of Agricultural and Applied Economics, 
University of Minnesota. 

which examined more than 100 re
search reports and analyses of grain 
reserves. 

The grain reserves research exam
ines a wide variety of possible reserve 
programs- reserves held by an interna
tional agency, reserves held by individ
ual nations for at-home needs, and 
reserves held by a group of nations (or 
an international agency) to meet emer
gency food shortages in poor countries. 
Some studies evaluate year-by-year 
storage programs for 5- J 0 years. Others 
take a much longer view. This body of 
research does not yield single answers 
to questions such as: Why establish a 
public grain reserve? How does a grain 
reserve affect farmers? Consumers? 
Exporting nations? What size should a 
grain reserve be? When should grain be 
placed in or released from the reserve? 
Nonetheless, much has been learned to 
narrow the range of questions and rea
sonable answers. 

James P. Houck 

Why stabilize markets with 
a grain reserve? 

Grain storage programs are pro
posed to reduce the fluctuations in 
supplies and prices that typify grain 
markets. A continuous secure flow of 
grain products to consumers is para
mount . Moreover , wildly flu ctuating 
grain prices are undesirab le because 
they add uncertainty to decisions of 
growers, marketing and trading firms, 
buyers, and policymakers. While such 
price movements create the opportu-
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nity for some to obtain occasionally 
large profits, others suffer losses, and 
all find planning extremely difficult. 

Periods of boom and bust may cause 
political turmoil and can ofte n lead to 
ill-advised short term actions. For in
stance, in the mid 1970's when prices 
soa red , the U.S. curtailed some grain 
exports because of pressure from U.S. 
consumers. That action is sti ll being 
criticized by other nations. They ques
tion U.S. dependability as a grain sup
plier and appear reluctant to become 
too dependent on U.S. grain. As a 
result U.S. exports may suffer in the 
longrun. 

Humanitarian concerns encourage 
U.S. grain storage to meet critical food 
needs in poor countries . When food is 
short and prices high, those least able 
to cope suffer most. Malnutrition , star
vation , and death occur among the 
poorest. So a crop failure in poor coun
tries can become a disaster if a supple
ment is unavailable. 

Of course, public grain storage is not 
the only way to moderate seesawing 
prices and supplies. For example, freer 
trade among nations also would reduce 
the extremes by spread in g the impacts 
of surpluses and shortages more even ly 
among nations. However, since nona
tion wants to depend on another for a 
vital share of its food supply, complete
ly free trade for food is unrealistic. 

Another way to attack grain short
age and surplus situations is to adjust 
year-to-year production to meet antic
ipated needs. But even if accurate 
planning were possible, this method is 
unreliable because plans may go awry 
if weather is abnormally bad or good. 
Storage is costly, but it has fewer short
comings than other options. 

Even without a government gra in 
storage program , some grain is stored 
from one crop to the next. Grain firm s, 
feed manufacturers , and livestock pro
ducers store grain for expected needs 
between harvests. These stocks are 
com manly call ed working stocks. Grain 
is also stored by some farmers and 
firms anticipat ing a price rise greater 
than the storage cost. Thts is called 
speculative storage. 

Private working stocks and specu la
tive sto rage normally smoo th o ut much 
of the fluctuation which otherwise 
would occur within and between crop 
years. But because no one can predict 
the unpredictable , private storage may 
be inadequate to cover extreme situa-



tions acceptably. Private firms would 
find it unprofitable to carry stockpiles 
large enough to offset such events. 
Short term speculation can upset mar
kets even more, especially when sup
plies are tight. So impetus for a public 
grain reserve program rests heavily on 
the argument that private storage may 
be inadequate in some years. 

Who benefits? 
There is no easy answer to this ques

tion despite much research. Producers 
gain when a stockpile is created or en
larged-prices go up and sales expand. 
They lose when the stockpile is reduced 
as prices fall and markets are filled with 
previously stored grain. Consumers lose 
when a stockpile is enlarged as prices 
rise and some supplies move into stor
age out of private hands. Consumers 
gain during draw downs of stocks as 
price rises are dampened and supplies 
become more abundant. Yet these gen
eral tendencies give no indication 
whether one group is the long term 
gainer. In fact, that question cannot be 
answered because it depends on many 
other interrelated factors. 

If the poor are already protected 
from food shortages by dependable 
food aid programs, they may not bene
fit from storage. If producers are al
ready protected from low prices by 
government price supports, storage will 
not benefit ·them. There is little gain 
from these arguments. 

Similarly, there is no clear answer 
about whether exporting or importing 
nations benefit more from a storage 
program. Again, it depends on each 
nation's domestic programs and trading 
policies. Today, the U.S. is subject to 
more instability in its grain markets 
than most other developed trading 
countries because the others insulate 
their domestic markets from world 
market forces to a great extent. Devel
oping countries, depending on others 
for grain, also must face worldwide in
stability. A storage program that stabi
lized world grain markets would reduce 
instability both in the U.S. and many 
developing countries. 

Lack of certainty about how the 
benefits and costs of grain reserves are 
apportioned within and among nations 
explains much ofthe confusion and dis
agreement surrounding recent negotia
tions. Decisions will be made mainly on 
political grounds rather than on clear 
economic or social criteria. 

Stock size 

Recommended sizes for world re
serve stocks of wheat and feed grains 
range from about 15 to 80 million met
ric tons (the equivalent of 0.5 to 3.0 
billion bushels of wheat). The range is 
from 1 to 7 percent of world wheat and 
feed grain production. It suggests that 
there are many dimensions to the ques
tion of how much grain should be 
carried. Among these are the stock's 
purpose, the nation or nations involved, 
other policies in existence, and costs
all interrelated. 

Since all stock programs aim to 
smooth out supplies between years of 
plenty and scarcity, the question of 
how much to store is closely linked 
with how widely grain production 
fluctuates. For the entire world, grain 
production does not vary much from 
year to year-perhaps 3 or 4 percent. 
This suggests that relatively small 
stocks in combination with modest 
consumption curtailment in some years 
could adequately offset most world 
production shortfalls. But, this is not 
true. Only if grain could move freely 
from producing to consuming parts of 
the world would variations in global 
production be relevant. 

The dramatic market fluctuations of 
the 1970's are evidence that adjust
ments are not modest, that movement 
of grain among nations is not free. 
Grain trade is enmeshed in numerous 
obstacles, chief among them import 
and export barriers and, in many de
veloping countries, inadequate market
ing systems and financial constraints. 

Nations erect grain trade barriers to 
protect food supplies. Many seek a 
relatively high degree of food self
sufficiency even if food usually can be 
obtained more cheaply abroad. Some 
prohibit exports even if selling food 
abroad would be very profitable. Com
mercial buyers fear export embargoes. 
Food aid recipients fear cuts at critical 
times. History has substantiated both 
fears. Because food is essential, govern
ments are not willing to risk shortages 
despite high costs. 

Many developing countries are con
strained further by inadequate and 
inefficient distribution systems for 
large volumes of imported grain. Un
fortunately, it is true that grain has 
rotted on docks while people inland 
have starved. Even developed countries 
face transportation bottlenecks when 
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grain movement is heavy. Finance is 
another serious problem in poor coun
tries. If a crop failure in a poor nation 
coincides with tight food supplies and 
high prices, an already meager foreign 
exchange budget can be strained to the 
breaking point. 

The next question is how much 
grain market variability should be off
set by a storage program? Or, stated 
another way, how much market stabil
ity and/or food security is desired? 
Virtually all research suggests that full 
protection against very extreme short
falls would require an unworkably large 
and expensive grain stockpile. How
ever, the size of the needed reserve dips 
rapidly as the risk of shortage increases. 

Other studies evaluated the price
stabilizing effects of stocks. One 
showed that a global wheat stock of 
IS million metric tons capacity could 
prevent prices from rising more than 40 
percent above the average level, 19 
years out of 20. Another estimated that 
a stock averaging 31 million metric tons 
could keep prices within 20 percent of 
an average level. These examples illus
trate the relationship between stock 
size and stability-the larger the stock, 
the greater the potential stability. 

Storage costs 

There is general agreement that 
storage operations will not cover costs 
if stocks are larg~ enough to provide 
adequate stability and protection to 
vulnerable consumers-especially poor 
consumers in poor nations. So financ
ing becomes a major concern. Storage 
costs include handling, quality main
tenance and capital investments in both 
warehouses and grain stored, and all 
depend largely on the quantity of 
grain. The investments reflect the value 
of resources tied up in storage facilities 
and grain not available for other uses. 

Since storage for market stability or 
food security is likely to be a losing 
business over time, it requires subsidies 
to private starers or public storage. 

To evaluate costs of government
financed storage programs, other 
related government programs must be 
considered. For example, costs of pro
grams to protect farmers from low 
prices and consumers from high prices 
will be reduced if market price ex
tremes are moderated by a storage pro
gram. Hence, the net cost of a govern
ment storage program may be less than 
its gross cost. Subsidies to U.S. farmers 



to store grain can be viewed as an alter
native to paying farmers to withdraw 
land from production. 

Storage rules 

A public storage system requires 
operating rules so managers know when 
to acquire and when to dispose of 
grain. Under some rules stocks are man
aged according to price levels, others 
use quantities, and still others combine 
price and quantity rules. Most storage 
plans operate only when prices or 
quantities move outside some specified 
range. 

The U.S. farmer-owned grain reserve 
combines price and quantity rules. 
Farmers place grain in the reserve at 
the government loan rate. Sales from 
the reserve are permitted when market 
prices are at or above the release level. 
Meanwhile, the government opens and 
closes entry of grain to the reserve ac-

cording to the supply of grain and the 
target stock size 

Several studies investigated conse
quences of changing the width of price 
bands (ranges) governing stock activity. 
For example, a wider price band exists 
for wheat in the U.S. farmer-owned re
serve than for feed grains. The wider 
band reduces the chances of having no 
stocks when major shortfalls occur. 
With a narrow band, stocks are released 
when shortfalls are modest. Market 
prices vary more with a wide band, but 
the occurrence of extremes is less. Al
though storage under the public pro
gram does not occur within the price 
band, private stock activity does occur. 

If the whole price band is too high, 
stocks will build up rapidly to capacity. 
Too high production may need to be 
curtailed to keep the maximum storage 
level within a reasonable limit. If the 
price band is too low, the storage agen-

cy will run out of stocks frequently. 
No stocks may be available when a 
severe crop failure occurs. 

Concluding comments 

In recent years, economists have 
spent a lot of time studying the possi
ble operation and results of world grain 
reserve. programs. Many plausible 
schemes have been examined from as 
many angles. But because the world 
lacks actual experience with grain re
serve programs, research conclusions 
are largely conjecture and informed 
guesswork. It does appear from the re
search that a feasible grain reserve/food 
security program could be established 
to both stabilize world markets to 
some degree and to assure poor nations 
of access to grain in times of emer
gency. However, political commitment 
to this on the international level is 
surely not evident in today's world. 

A more detailed report, entitled Economic Research on International Grain Reserves: The State of Knowledge, will be available in September 191! 
from the Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, 1194 Buford Ave., University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108, Attn: Publicatiom. 
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